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Spray dryers
Your full in-house
technology
partner

Spray Drying is one of the most widely applied unit
operations for making powder in the dairy and food
industries. Spray drying not only allows the transformation
of liquids into powders, it is also the most effective means
of achieving specific powder properties of particle size,
residual moisture content, degree of agglomeration, bulk
density etc. and this is irrespective of capacity.
SiccaDania designs and builds energy efficient, reliable
spray dryers, designed and customised to fit our
customers’ specific building requirements and product

A presense worldwide
Our aim is simple: to deliver the best possible, turnkey
solution for your process..

specifications.
We supply the latest designs of spray dryers due
to extensive in-house technology know-how in this
exact discipline. SiccaDania can provide insight and

Working closely with you, we design our equipment to

feedback throughout the whole process from design to

ensure you get the most efficient solution suited to your

commissioning.

objectives.

Learn more

Thanks to our inhouse expertise and know-how of
upstream and downstream processes, we can help you
apply the most advanced technology to develop
commercially viable production facilities. Our experts

By continuously improving our own know-how,
we help you improve yours.

design, engineer, manufacture and install state-of-the-art,
hygienic, stainless-steel process plants of the highest
quality.

Decades of experience
SiccaDania is young but have many years of experience
within our field. We established SiccaDania for the sole
reason of being a partner for the customer by creating the
solutions our customers want and need.

Designed for the customer
Ranging in size to produce either a few kilos or high
tonnages of powder per hour, SiccaDania offers single,
two and three-stage dryer designs incorporating wide
body (omega) and tall form (tau) shaped drying chambers.
The chamber design selection is closely tied to the desired
dryer performance and powder equirements.

From the humble beginning with no more than 10 people,
we can now proudly boast a global footprint with offices
in France, Germany, The Netherlands, Poland, Singapore,
China, Brazil and Canada, and more than 400 employees.
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SiccaDania has developed a unique dryer design based
on our experts’ experience to ensure a shape that allows
for easy powder distribution and minimises product
deposits.
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The SiccaDania Zeta Dryer
The Zeta Dryer can dry high viscous plant fibres, plant

Zeta dryers

proteins and animal protein products, as well as mixtures
of various food matrices. This combined with the fact that
this dryer is more compact provides our customers with
the best quality and a cost-effective solution for their
production.

Fluid beds
SiccaDania fluid bed dryers are designed to be cost-effective. They are built according to the principle of modularisation.
This allows for a customised design without adding extra costs. By having one air outlet for exhaust air for secondary drying
and cooling in the external fluid bed, the installation and running costs of the fluid beds are also reduced. In the fluid beds,
separation takes place above the perforated plates, which reduces the loss of fine powders and thereby increases the yield.

Superior choice for several applications
SiccaDania provides the optimal drying solution for high-

Internal or External

The Zeta Drying process

viscous products – The Zeta Dryer. This dryer is designed

The feed enters the feed vat which is provided with a

to dry proteins, fibres and paste-like products.

slow-moving agitator to secure constant filling of the feed

SiccaDania provides both internal and external fluid beds.
Whether our spray dryers are equipped with an internal
fluid bed or an external fluid bed or both depends on the

screws in the bottom of the vat. The drying air is taken

Benefits

application of the specific plant.

from the outside of the building and is first led through a

• Can handle high viscose products
• Has a wide application range
• Operates with high capacities
• Has a compact design

winter coil pre-heater to prevent ice build-up. The air then

The internal fluid bed is often used as secondary drying at

continues through a filter unit equipped with pre-filters and

lower temperatures and to prevent deposits on the conical

fine filters are subsequently heated in an air heater.

sides of the drying chamber. With an internal fluid bed, the

The heated drying air enters the drying chamber through a

operator has more control and can fine-tune to the exact

tangential air inlet placed at the bottom of the chamber.

product specifications. This is possible by controlling the
retention time in the dryer by adjusting the powder layer by
means of a wire.
The external fluid bed can be divided into several sections,
depending on the application. The external fluid bed is

Internal Fluid Bed

either a standalone unit for specific functionality powders,
or it is an integrated part of the spray drying system. Either
of these configurations will apply the final drying and
cooling of the product.
With the SiccaDania fluid beds, we offer:

The product entering the drying chamber is immediately
disintegrated by means of a rotating shaft with wings

• Easy access

(rotor). In this way, a rotating fluidized powder layer is

• Higher yield

formed and drying takes place.

• Cost-effective design and installation

The dried powder leaves the chamber together with the
• Optimisation of the product quality and reduction of

drying air through the classifier ring at top of the chamber

the amount of “off-spec powder”

and is conveyed to a high effective cyclone where the
powder is separated from the air and discharged through a
rotary valve into a powder cooling system. The process air

The combination ensures your business needs and

from the cyclone is then led to the bag filter for emission

expectations will have a greater chance of being fulfilled.

control.

Learn more

The spend process air out of the cyclones continues to the
bag filter or scrubber for final powder separation before
going to the exhaust.

Learn more
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External Fluid Bed
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Key features
The dryers incorporate our in-house designed equipment

Flash dryers

such as fans, screw conveyors, cyclones and/or filters. This
equipment has proven itself over many decades as part of
our dryers and conveying systems as well as loose supply
items for various processes.
• The process stability is ensured over the full operating

Single stage drying
SiccaDania flash dryers are pneumatic dryers used for
drying powdered products such as starches, fibres, and
certain proteins (e.g. potato protein).
SiccaDania flash dryers feature the latest sophisticated
and energy-efficient designs when compared to traditional

Ring dryers
SiccaDania ring dryers are pneumatic dryers used for
extended drying of powdered products such as (modified)
starches, fibres, and certain proteins (e.g. gluten).

Key features
The process stability is ensured over the full operating
range including swift and bumpless startup to full
operation and turndown.
• Removal of surface moisture and bound moisture.
• Extended residence time due to internal recycling of

The ring dryers are equipped with a centrifugal classifier

heavier wetter particles.

range including swift and smooth startup to full

for sifting dried products and semi-dried products. The

operation and turndown.

dried product leaves the dryer where the semi-dried

to heat. Internal recycling of product to a specific

product is internally recirculated for extended drying.

temperature section of the dryer for optimum product

• Removal of surface moisture
• The flash dryer can evaporate large quantities of
moisture in a single unit

quality.
SiccaDania ring dryers are suitable for drying difficult

• Process for products sensitive to heat

products and can handle the sticky feed as long as it

• Easy to operate

is pumpable. The ring dryers can be fitted with in-line
disintegrators for milling and mixing.

drying concepts in the market.

• For heat-sensitive products or products less sensitive

• Possibility of internal coating of the wet feed with
external recycle material
• Fit for the purpose by using our own Siccadania
equipment such as fans, cyclones, filters and screw
conveyors.

Learn more

By continuously improving our own know-how,
we help you improve yours.

The dryers can be equipped with:
• Various heat sources such as steam, hot water, natural
gas, exhaust gas and/or electrical heating
• Heat recovery from the exhaust gas to improve thermal
efficiency
• Wet feed system for buffering, homogenizing and
dosing of the wet feed
• Back-mixing system for external recirculation of dry
product to improve flowability in case of high moisture
content of the wet feed
• Cooling, milling and/or sieving of the dried product

Appplications
SiccaDania offers proven designs and competitive
solutions for our customers’ drying applications. Our
designs continually meet our customers’ expectations for
product quality, energy efficiency and lower maintenance
costs. Our dryer systems can be, among others, applied in
the following environments.
• Corn
• Wheat
• Potato
• Cassava
• Rice
• Soy

Learn more
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• Pea
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Delivering superior process technology worldwide.
SiccaDania specialises in both stand-alone single unit operations as well as complete
solutions for the dairy, food, starch and plant protein industry.
We make food processing better – more sustainable, healthier, safer
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